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The Flat Stanley Adventure 10 Books Collection Box Set Pack By Jeff Brown (Flat Stanley, Stanley Flat Again, Stanley
in Space, The Japanese Ninja Surprise, The Amazing Mexican Secret, The African Safa.

Historically, the word ninja was not in common use, and a variety of regional colloquialisms evolved to
describe what would later be dubbed ninja. Along with shinobi, some examples include monomi "one who
sees" , nokizaru " macaque on the roof" , rappa "ruffian" , kusa "grass" and Iga-mono "one from Iga".
Historian Stephen Turnbull asserts that the ninja were mostly recruited from the lower class, and therefore
little literary interest was taken in them. Woodblock print on paper. The title ninja has sometimes been
attributed retrospectively to the semi-legendary 4th-century prince Yamato Takeru. Evidence for this can be
seen in historical documents, which began to refer to stealthy soldiers as shinobi during the Sengoku period.
Amongst the samurai, a sense of ritual and decorum was observed, where one was expected to fight or duel
openly. Combined with the unrest of the Sengoku era , these factors created a demand for men willing to
commit deeds considered disreputable for conventional warriors. At the bottom was the genin "lower man" ,
field agents drawn from the lower class and assigned to carry out actual missions. From these regions, villages
devoted to the training of ninja first appeared. There was a retainer of the family of Kawai Aki-no-kami of Iga,
of pre-eminent skill in shinobi, and consequently for generations the name of people from Iga became
established. Since then successive generations of Iga men have been admired. This is the origin of the fame of
the men of Iga. They were tasked to raid an outpost of the Imagawa clan. A diary kept by a member of the
Matsudaira clan , the Amakusa Gunki, relates: Under the cloak of darkness, ninja disguised as defenders
infiltrated the castle, capturing a banner of the Christian cross. Oniwaban In the early 18th century, shogun
Tokugawa Yoshimune founded the oniwaban "garden keeper" , an intelligence agency and secret service.
Although they were considered the anti-samurai and were disdained by those belonging to the samurai class,
they were necessary for warfare and were even employed by the samurai themselves to carry out operations
that were forbidden by the Bushido. They travelled in disguise to other territories to judge the situation of the
enemy, they would inveigle their way into the midst of the enemy to discover gaps, and enter enemy castles to
set them on fire, and carried out assassinations, arriving in secret. Within Hataya castle there was a glorious
shinobi whose skill was renowned, and one night he entered the enemy camp secretly. With the aid of
disguises, the ninja gathered information on enemy terrain and building specifications, as well as obtaining
passwords and communiques. They observed hidden things, and were taken as being friends. They also set fire
to outbuildings in various places inside the San-no-maru. They captured the Ichi-no-maru inner bailey and the
Ni-no-maru. A chunin captain led a force of 48 ninja into the castle by means of deception. By wielding these
lanterns, they were allowed to enter the castle without a fight. In , commanders acting under Kizawa
Nagamasa hired three Iga ninja of genin rank to assist the conquest of a fortress in Maibara. Rokakku
Yoshitaka, the same man who had hired Iga ninja just years earlier, was the fortress holderâ€”and target of
attack. The Asai Sandaiki writes of their plans: They were contracted to set fire to the castle". When the fire
attack did not begin as scheduled, the Iga men told the commanders, who were not from the region, that they
could not possibly understand the tactics of the shinobi. They then threatened to abandon the operation if they
were not allowed to act on their own strategy. Deaths of famous persons have sometimes been attributed to
assassination by ninja, but the secretive natures of these scenarios have been difficult to prove. However, this
also ended in failure, and Manabe was forced to commit suicide, after which his body was openly displayed in
public. The shots flew wide of Nobunaga, however, and instead killed seven of his surrounding companions.
Hiding in the shadow of a tree, he avoided being seen under the moonlight, and later concealed himself in a
hole he had prepared beforehand, thus escaping capture. He was "smoked out" of his hiding place by another
ninja working for Hideyoshi, who apparently used a sort of primitive " flamethrower ". Precautions were often
taken against assassinations, such as weapons concealed in the lavatory, or under a removable floorboard.
Blind spots and holes in walls provided constant surveillance of these labyrinthine paths, as exemplified in
Himeji Castle. Some view the ninjutsu as evidence that ninja were not simple mercenaries because the manual
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did not only include combat training but also provided information about daily needs, which even included
mining techniques. The first specialized training began in the midth century, when certain samurai families
started to focus on covert warfare, including espionage and assassination. Outside the expected martial art
disciplines, a youth studied survival and scouting techniques, as well as information regarding poisons and
explosives. Here the ninja reportedly gave Naomasa a "black medicine" meant to stop bleeding. The lineage
and authenticity of these schools are a matter of controversy. Tactics The ninja did not always work alone. The
account also gives a case of deception, where the attackers dressed in the same clothes as the defenders,
causing much confusion. This tactic was used again later on as a method of crowd dispersal. Falls under "fire
techniques" katon-no-jutsu. The practice of climbing a tree and camouflaging oneself within the foliage. Falls
under "wood techniques" mokuton-no-jutsu. The practice of throwing duckweed over water in order to
conceal underwater movement. Falls under "water techniques" suiton-no-jutsu. The practice of curling into a
ball and remaining motionless in order to appear like a stone. Falls under "earth techniques" doton-no-jutsu.
Ninja in espionage tried to avoid open battlefield with a numerically superior enemy forces, therefore their
technique was adapted to stun the enemy and escape in case of failure. Most were tools used in the infiltration
of castles. A wide range of specialized equipment is described and illustrated in the 17th-century
Bansenshukai , [75] including climbing equipment, extending spears, [67] rocket -propelled arrows, [76] and
small collapsible boats. The popular notion of black clothing is likely rooted in artistic convention; early
drawings of ninja showed them dressed in black in order to portray a sense of invisibility. The tenugui , a
piece of cloth also used in martial arts, had many functions. It could be used to cover the face, form a belt, or
assist in climbing. The historicity of armor specifically made for ninja cannot be ascertained. While pieces of
light armor purportedly worn by ninja exist and date to the right time, there is no hard evidence of their use in
ninja operations. Depictions of famous persons later deemed ninja often show them in samurai armor. There
were lightweight concealable types of armour made with kusari chain armour and small armor plates such as
karuta that could have been worn by ninja including katabira jackets made with armour hidden between layers
of cloth. Tools used for infiltration and espionage are some of the most abundant artifacts related to the ninja.
Ropes and grappling hooks were common, and were tied to the belt. The kunai was a heavy pointed tool,
possibly derived from the Japanese masonry trowel , which it closely resembles. Although it is often portrayed
in popular culture as a weapon, the kunai was primarily used for gouging holes in walls. The word mizugumo
is derived from the native name for the Japanese water spider Argyroneta aquatica japonica. The mizugumo
was featured on the show MythBusters , where it was demonstrated unfit for walking on water. The ukidari, a
similar footwear for walking on water, also existed in the form of a round bucket , but was probably quite
unstable. In dark places, the scabbard could be extended out of the sword, and used as a long probing device.
A pair of kusarigama , on display in Iwakuni Castle An array of darts , spikes, knives, and sharp, star-shaped
discs were known collectively as shuriken. While not exclusive to the ninja, [91] they were an important part
of the arsenal, where they could be thrown in any direction. The weight was swung to injure or disable an
opponent, and the sickle used to kill at close range. Simple gardening tools such as kunai and sickles were
used as weaponry so that, if discovered, a ninja could claim they are his tools and not weapons, despite their
ability to be used in battle. Explosives introduced from China were known in Japan by the time of the Mongol
Invasions in the 13th century. Some examples include poison, [75] makibishi caltrops , [96] cane swords
shikomizue , [97] land mines, [98] fukiya blowguns , poisoned darts, acid -spurting tubes, and firearms. Some
legends include flight , invisibility , shapeshifting , the ability to "split" into multiple bodies, the summoning
of animals, and control over the five classical elements. Shown with hands in a kuji-in seal, which allows him
to transform into a giant rat. Accounts exist of ninja being lifted into the air by kites, where they flew over
hostile terrain and descended into, or dropped bombs on enemy territory. The kuji "nine characters" is a
concept originating from Taoism , where it was a string of nine words used in charms and incantations.
Intended effects range from physical and mental concentration, to more incredible claims about rendering an
opponent immobile, or even the casting of magical spells. Famous people Many famous people in Japanese
history have been associated or identified as ninja, but their status as ninja are difficult to prove and may be
the product of later imagination. Rumors surrounding famous warriors, such as Kusunoki Masashige or
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Minamoto no Yoshitsune sometimes describe them as ninja, but there is little evidence for these claims. Some
well known examples include: Kumawakamaru escapes his pursuers by swinging across the moat on a
bamboo. A samurai serving under Tokugawa Ieyasu. His ancestry in Iga province, along with ninjutsu
manuals published by his descendants have led some sources to define him as a ninja. Mochizuki Chiyome
16th century: The wife of Mochizuke Moritoki. Chiyome created a school for girls, which taught skills
required of geisha , as well as espionage skills. There is some belief that he escaped death and lived as a
farmer in Kii Province. Fujibayashi Nagato 16th century: Tateoka Doshun 16th century: An
intermediate-ranking Iga ninja during the Sengoku period. Karasawa Genba 16th century: A samurai of the
Sengoku period, in the 16th century of the common era, who served as an important retainer of the Sanada
clan. In popular culture Main article:
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2: The Japanese Ninja Surprise by Sara Pennypacker
The Japanese ninja surprise talk about is that stanly really likes ninjas so he goes to japan for a movie an he is actor
and he is having so much fun. So he goes out to talk with his director and they were talking about the movie.

The Japanese Ninja Surprise Teaching Guide Discover mysterious Japan with your students from ninjas and
volcanoes to tea ceremonies and high-speed train travel. Use the teaching resources provided below to bring
Japanese culture, history, and geography into your classroom. About the Book Ever since Stanley was
flattened by a bulletin board, he has been able to do things that no one else can. Oda Nobu makes Stanley his
personal ninja and introduces him to Japanese culture, including such things as tea ceremonies, origami, and
the bullet train. When four mysterious ninjas kidnap Oda Nobu, Stanley must use ninjutsuâ€”the art of
stealthâ€”to save his beloved hero. Comprehension and Discussion Questions Name five aspects of Japanese
culture that Stanley experiences on his trip, thinking about the foods he eats, clothes he wears, and places he
visits. Which things would you most want to see and do on a trip to Japan? What does Stanley learn about the
geography of Japan? How has being different affected Oda Nobu? How has it affected Stanley? What does
Stanley consider to be the most and least enjoyable parts of fame? How does Oda Nobu feel about fame? At
the end of the book, Oda Nobu sends Stanley a photograph of himself in a class. What type of class is he
taking? Why do you think Oda Nobu chooses to take this class? Extension Activities Knowledge Eruption.
Then assist your students in creating an illustrated encyclopedia entry for each volcano. Bind the entries
together and have your class design an eye-catching cover for its encyclopedia. Faster than a Speeding Bullet
Train. Where do the tracks run? What kinds of trains travel on the tracks? How fast do the trains travel? How
safe are the trains? Which other countries have or plan to have similar high-speed rail systems? Help your
students develop a multimedia presentation to introduce others to the Shinkansen. Ask students to collect
information on the role ninjas have played in Japanese history, as well as information on their dress, weapons,
training, and lifestyle. Have students design their own ninja costumes and create a group oral presentation on
the history and importance of ninjas. A Very Cherry Festival. With your students, collect information on the
National Cherry Blossom Festival. Make cherry trees using construction paper for your classroom and prepare
several Japanese cultural events, such as a tea ceremony, a karate demonstration, or even a karaoke sing-along.
For exclusive information on your favorite authors and artists, visit www.
3: Ninja - Wikipedia
Stanley and his brother, Arthur, are such huge fans of the movie star ninja Oda Nobu that they decide to send him
something even better than fan mail: Stanley himself! Soon enough, Flat Stanley is in Japan, seeing the country with his
idol. But when trouble surprises them, it will take a real hero to save the day.

4: The Japanese Ninja Surprise by Jeff Brown | Scholastic
The Japanese Ninja Surprise (Flat Stanley's Worldwide Adventures Series #3) (Turtleback School & Library Binding
Edition) 4 out of 5 based on 0 ratings. 39 reviews.

5: Activities & Extras | Flat Stanley Books
Flat Stanley and the Japanese Ninja Surprise. Test. Please enter your name. (optional) First name: Last name.

6: www.enganchecubano.com | The Japanese Ninja Surprise
The Japanese Ninja Surprise (turtleback School And Library Binding Edition) (flat Stanley's Worldwide Adventures)
(Book) See: www.enganchecubano.comens-li.
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7: The Japanese Ninja Surprise - LexileÂ® Find a Book | MetaMetrics Inc.
A Flat Ninja? Stanley and his brother, Arthur, are such huge fans of the movie star ninja Oda Nobu that they decide to
send him something even better than fan mail-Stanley himself!

8: Cops Catch 'Ninja' Thief in Japan, Are Surprised
The Japanese Ninja Surprise A Teaching Guide 7/09 Comprehension and Discussion Questions 1. Name five aspects
of Japanese culture that Stanley experiences on his trip, thinking about the foods he eats, clothes he wears, and places
he visits. Which things would you most want to see and do on a trip to Japan? 2.

9: The Japanese Ninja Surprise : Jeff Brown :
Oda Nobu makes Stanley his personal ninja and introduces him to Japanese culture, including such things as tea
ceremonies, origami, and the bullet train. When four mysterious ninjas kidnap Oda Nobu, Stanley must use
ninjutsuâ€”the art of stealthâ€”to save his beloved hero.
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